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 Much of scholarship regarding the presence of war in literary modernism has 
foregrounded psychic trauma endured by veterans of World War I. The returning soldier 
is often figured as representative of the war’s infiltration of the homefront. The common 
argument claims that the erosion of the distinction between war and peace (as well as 
private and public) is a mirror image of the veteran’s wounded psyche. This thesis, 
however, argues that peace and war in the West have always been indistinct. The body 
politic is, in actuality, constituted by a perpetual civil war. Furthermore, the novels of 
William Faulkner, because of their concern with the long history of war, provide a 
significant entry point into a discussion of literary modernism that adequately recognizes 
the constitutive violence of perpetual civil war.
Folk 1 
 
Modernism, Global Civil War, and Peace 
 
 
In his lectures at the Collège de France from 1975-1976, Society Must Be 
Defended, Michel Foucault famously reverses the Clausewitzian formula which holds 
that war is the continuation of politics by other means. As Foucault agues, it is politics 
that introduces war to the interior of the social body. This reversal, however, also changes 
the way we imagine peace: “within this ‘civil peace,’ these political struggles, these 
clashes over or with power, these modifications of relations of force—the shifting 
balance, the reversals—in a political system, all these things must be interpreted as a 
continuation of war” (16). As a result, the history of peace and the history of war become 
virtually indistinguishable for Foucault: “We are always writing the history of the same 
war, even when we are writing the history of peace and its institutions” (16). It is peace 
and its institutions that this essay takes as the subjects of its examination—or, more 
precisely, the representation of peace and its institutions in modernist literature. 
As Andrew John Miller argues in his Modernism and the Crisis of Sovereignty 
(2008), despite the amount of attention that modernist studies has paid to the relationship 
between modernism and war, “virtually no attention has been paid to the manner in 
which the prospect of permanent world war came increasingly to be imagined by means 
of metaphors based not on the concept of war between autonomous, sovereign states but, 
rather, on the concept of civil war among competing bands of brothers” (9). Miller’s 
inquiry into the ways in which global civil war manifests in the works of Eliot, Yeats, and 
Woolf does much to advance the project of studying war beyond the brutality of the 
battlefield. However, it seems to me that we must intensify this project further. Conflicts 
between “bands of brothers” are still predicated upon violence between factions that are 
exterior to one another. To recognize the full insidiousness of civil war, it is necessary to 
scrutinize the mechanism—that is, peace—that produces the illusion that the social body 
is a singular unit. 
 Peace is not a state; it is, as I suggested above, a mechanism. It functions 
generatively, producing a passivity that disguises the violent operations of power. In the 
mobilization of peace as camouflage for this war that undergirds civil society, the 
operations of peace and war increasingly become indistinct. But peace continuously 
disavows its operative violence, since violence, we are told, is always deployed to 
preserve peace. Here, the circularity of this argument should be clear: peace acts as a 
mechanism to disguise violence, while violence is deployed to preserve peace. Gilles 
Deleuze and Felix Guattari point to this peace/war indistinction in A Thousand Plateaus 
(1980). In a well-known passage, they describe a “worldwide war machine, which in a 
way ‘reissues’ from the States” and “takes peace as its object directly, as the peace of 
Terror or Survival… Total war itself is surpassed, toward a form of peace more terrifying 
still” (421). That is to say, total war’s aim of absolute annihilation becomes a project for 
absolute control; peace and peacetime politics takes the shape of total war.  
Much of Foucault’s thinking from approximately 1975 until his death was also 
concerned with the development of this relationship between war and peace. In 
Discipline and Punish (1975), for instance, he again uses Clausewitz’s language to 
describe how the practices of war are used to implement peace within the state: 
It may be that war as strategy is a continuation of politics. But it must not be 
forgotten that ‘politics’ has been conceived as a continuation, if not exactly and 
directly of war, at least of the military model as a fundamental means of 
preventing civil disorder. Politics as a technique of internal peace and order, 
sought to implement the mechanism of the perfect army, of the disciplined mass, 
of the docile, useful troop, of the regiment in camp and in the field, on 
manoeuvres and on exercises. (168) 
In other words, the preservation of peace is predicated on the militarization of the citizen. 
First and foremost, a particular set of subjectivities must be produced in order for this 
operation to work. One of the consequences of this generalization of the logic of war is 
that military conduct must exceed the military institutions. It must become the conduct of 
day-to-day life. This is the “terrifying peace” that Deleuze and Guattari discuss, a peace 
where every citizen is made into a soldier. Foucault makes this point explicit in Society 
Must Be Defended, when he writes: “[P]eace itself is a coded war. We are therefore at 
war with one another; a battlefront runs through the whole of society, continuously and 
permanently, and it is this battlefront that puts us all on one side or the other. There is no 
such thing as a neutral subject. We are all inevitably someone’s adversary” (51). It seems 
that sometime between the writing of Discipline and the delivery of this lecture, Foucault 
came to the conclusion that politics are, indeed, a continuation “exactly and directly of 
war” (168). The citizen-soldiers produced by the implementation of military practices in 
daily life are always already on a battlefront that is interior to civil society and creates 
antagonisms between subjects. 
 As is well known, Virginia Woolf is one of the great modernist thinkers of the 
reproduction of soldierly subjects as well as the indistinction between the domestic 
sphere and the battlefield during war.1 Woolf discusses the role of women in war in her 
essay, published by The New Republic in 1940, “Thoughts on Peace in an Air Raid.” In 
the narrative present of the text, German planes drop bombs on London, while the British 
Royal Air Force and anti-air guns attempt to counter the attack. Woolf’s immediate move 
is to disrupt the binary between citizens and soldiers and the domestic and the public 
spheres. She argues that if it is true that the English fight for freedom and the Germans 
against freedom, “[woman] must fight, so far as she can, on the side of the English” 
(173). Woolf then notes that firearms are not given to women, so she wonders what 
methods of warfare are available to them. She lists making “arms, or clothes or food,” 
and then proposes that “we can fight with the mind” (173). Thinking—even “private 
thinking, tea-table thinking” (174)—is made into the practice of war for Woolf. It is not 
only that women participate in war; they share equally in the circumstances of war. 
In the same piece, Woolf later states that both English pilots and English women 
are “equally prisoners tonight—the Englishmen in their planes, the Englishwomen in 
their beds” (174). The difference between the two, Woolf argues, is that if a pilot thinks 
while in combat, he could be killed. Thus, Woolf’s aim is to think for the men whose 
military tasks prevent them from doing so themselves. In essence, the central question 
she wants to raise is the following: “what must be restricted in order to prevent future 
wars?” And the answer is quite clear to her. She suggests that instincts themselves would 
 
1 For discussion of Woolf’s treatment of war, see the following: Mark Hussey (ed), Virginia Woolf and 
War: Fiction, Reality, and Myth, Karen L. Levenback, Virginia Woolf and the Great War, Christine Froula, 
Virginia Woolf and the Bloomsbury Avant-Garde: War, Civilization, Modernity.  
have to suppressed: “The young airman up in the sky is driven not only by the voices of 
loudspeakers; he is driven by voices in himself—ancient instincts, instincts fostered and 
cherished by education and tradition. Is he to be blamed for those instincts? Could we 
switch off the maternal instinct at the command of a table full of politicians?” (175) Here, 
Woolf’s argument becomes even more interesting, as it is not only the traditionally 
feminine domestic sphere that is likened to the traditionally masculine battlefield, but 
maternal instinct itself is tied to the perpetuation of war.  
Paul K. Saint-Amour also commented on this move: “Where that conventional 
understanding of the civilian places women and children outside the war machine, 
‘Thoughts on Peace in an Air Raid’ puts them at its heart, insinuating that war 
perpetuates itself by camouflaging its deadliest assets… as noncombatants” (128). But 
Saint-Amour goes even further when he argues that “[l]imited war, [Woolf’s essay] says, 
preserves the lie about human reproduction through which war reproduces itself; total 
war, in liquidating civilian immunity, at least tacitly recognizes the mutually reinforcing 
connections among patriarchy, heteronormativity, reproductive futurism, and the war 
machine” (128). In other words, war and domesticity are entangled. Although, it is 
important to point out that Saint-Amour would not agree that peace and war become 
indistinct in this configuration. Yet, his analysis of Woolf’s essay still points in the 
direction of a frightening indeterminacy between the practices of peace and the practices 
of war.2 Reproduction is charged with the force of war because of the subjectivities (the 
 
2Saint-Amour acknowledges that Woolf’s “thoughts on peace may not be quite distinct from the wartime 
sense of annulled futurity” (129), but he stipulates that this indistinction may be pathological, writing, “that 
critique may not be fully separable from syndrome in this case” (129). 
“instincts” of men and women) available to those born into the condition of global civil 
war. 
The best-known contemporary theorist of global civil war is probably the Italian 
philosopher, Giorgio Agamben, who is certainly interested in zones of indistinction 
between the public sphere of politics and war and the supposedly private sphere of daily 
life. In Stasis: Civil War as Political Paradigm, Agamben aims to show that the concept 
of civil war is woven into the foundations of Western politics. The first half of the text is 
dedicated to examining the ancient Greek term, stasis. Here, Agamben poses the question 
of where exactly this civil war takes place in the Greek social system: “The stasis… takes 
place neither in the oikos nor in the polis, neither in the family nor in the city; rather, it 
constitutes a zone of indifference between the unpolitical space of the family and the 
political space of the city… [I]n the system of Greek politics civil war functions as a 
threshold of politicisation and depoliticisation, through which the house is exceeded in 
the city and the city is depoliticised in the family” (emphasis in original, 15). The private 
and the public blend together and, thus, any action that takes place within such a zone of 
indistinction cannot be categorized discretely. (Creating ideas in the home can affect 
pilots in dogfights and vice versa.)  
Agamben ends his investigation of stasis by applying the concept to 
contemporary politics, arguing that terrorism is the new primary form of civil war. 
However, this assertion is clearly applicable to the historical context that modernist 
authors like Woolf inhabited: “Precisely when the polis appears in the reassuring figure 
of an oikos—the ‘Common European Home’, or the world as the absolute space of global 
economic management—then stasis… becomes the political paradigm of every conflict” 
(23). As Agamben notes in State of Exception (2005), the term “global civil war” was 
coined by Hannah Arendt in On Revolution (1963) to describe the world wars of the first 
half of the twentieth century (3). The world is figured as a singular, geopolitical unit, that 
is, a polis with the appearance of an oikos. Therefore, global conflict takes the shape of 
civil war. The whole globe becomes a zone of indistinction where all action occurs within 
the field of war. 
 
The Returning Soldier, the Home, and the Globe 
 
Scholars of modernist literature have broached the subject of the indistinction of 
inside and outside, private and public, war and peace, often by looking to the post-World 
War I narrative trope of the returning soldier, particularly in texts such as Virginia 
Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway and Ernest Hemingway’s A Farewell to Arms.3 These novels 
challenge the discrete zones mentioned above. The returning World War I veteran carries 
with him the trauma of mechanized, global warfare and can no longer distinguish the 
home front from the battlefield. Margot Norris, for instance, makes a now familiar 
argument within modernist studies in Writing War in the Twentieth Century (2000): 
“Because war is a world-unmaking event, a reality-deconstructing and defamiliarizing 
activity, one of the challenges of war writing is how to make its inherent epistemological 
disorientation, its sense of experienced ‘unreality,’ real” (24). In this configuration, war is 
 
3 See James Dawes, The Language of War: Literature and Culture in the U.S. from the Civil War Through 
World War II, Liesel Olson, Modernism and the Ordinary, Marina MacKay, Modernism, War, and 
Violence. 
defined as a purely destructive force. As we can see, the illusion-producing mechanism of 
peace that I have been trying to develop thus far is absent from Norris’ theorization. 
When peace does enter her analysis, it is as one of the victims of war’s violence: in war, 
“peace itself becomes maimed” (32); not that peace is a form of war, but that “war 
invades the home front both at the time of its duration and in its aftermath, as veterans 
carry their wounds and their trauma home and infect their families, communities, and 
institutions by whatever invisible or dramatic forms their symptoms take” (32). Norris 
examines the formal techniques of Hemingway’s A Farewell to Arms, arguing that 
“[i]nsofar as it belongs to the rhetorical structure of war to mask and disavow its violence 
and cruelties with sentiment and idealism, the layering of the love story and the war story 
in A Farewell to Arms can be treated as an analogue to the duplicitous discourses of war 
itself… A Farewell to Arms becomes less a novel about war than a novel as war” (63). 
Essentially, Norris argues that the home front is contaminated by war, and that formal 
fragmentation and experimentation was a way of aestheticizing this traumatic infiltration 
of war into peacetime institutions. However, this theory of war suggests that war, 
particularly twentieth century war, is an unmaking force rather than a constituting force. 
But it is precisely the world that is made by war.  
In the genealogy of governmentality that Foucault traces out in his 1977-78 
Lectures at the Collège de France, Security, Territory, Population, he describes the raison 
d’Etat as “the type of rationality that will allow the maintenance and preservation of the 
state once it has been founded, in its daily functioning, in its everyday management” 
(238). It is, of course, no surprise that a state would be interested in preserving itself. 
However, Foucault’s analysis becomes more interesting when he theorizes the coup 
d’Etat: “[T]he coup d’Etat does not break with raison d’Etat. It is an element, an event, a 
way of doing things that, as something that breaches the laws, or at any rate does not 
submit to the laws, falls entirely within the general horizon, the general form of raison 
d’Etat” (262). Foucault even suggests that the violence of the state is a constituent force: 
“[The coup d’Etat] is the self-manifestation of the state itself. It is the assertion of raison 
d’Etat, of [the raison d’Etat] that asserts the state must be saved, whatever forms may be 
employed to enable one to save it” (262). On the basis of this allegiance between the two 
forms, Foucault says “there is no antinomy between violence and reason” (264). 
Moreover, violence is enacted, Foucault argues, on “[d]isturbers of the public peace and 
of the state” (264). Foucault, again, is upending the distinction between civil war and 
civil peace. In this case, though, he is speaking of the way sovereign nation-states are 
formed and maintained.  
But, in a subsequent lecture, Foucault too turns toward the question of the global. 
He asserts that the concept of Europe emerged in the seventeenth century after the treaty 
of Westphalia. Peace becomes, then, a maintenance of balance between the nation-states 
that constitute Europe. Having established this historical development, Foucault gestures 
to the biopolitical logic that will eventually allow for the wholesale destruction of people-
groups for the sake of the dominant population, for the preservation of “peace”: “It goes 
without saying that war is the first instrument of this precarious, fragile, and provisional 
universal peace that takes on the aspect of a balance and equilibrium between a plurality 
of states. That is to say, henceforth it will be possible to wage war… precisely in order to 
preserve this balance” (300). Agamben similarly takes up the notion of the state of 
exception as the suspension of the law in order to preserve the law. Governments, then, 
utilize the state of exception to exercise unrestrained force on the population. According 
to Agamben, this state has become a permanent mechanism of governance, rather than an 
exception to the supposedly “normal” way of managing state affairs. What is more, the 
state of exception “not only appears as a technique of government rather than an 
exceptional measure, but it also lets its own nature as the constitutive paradigm of the 
juridical order come to light” (6-7). Just as the coup d’Etat is actually the self-
manifestation of the state, Agamben is arguing that the law is predicated on its own 
suspension: “The space devoid of law seems, for some reason, to be so essential to the 
juridical order that it must seek in every way to assure itself a relation with it” (51). 
Significantly for our purposes, Agamben identifies the historical moment when the state 
of exception ceased to be exceptional: 
World War One (and the years following it) appear as a laboratory for testing and 
honing the function mechanisms and apparatuses of the state of exception as a 
paradigm of government. One of the essential characteristics of the state of 
exception—the provisional abolition of the distinction among legislative, 
executive, and judicial powers—here shows its tendency to become a lasting 
practice of government (7). 
Following this vein of thought, we could argue that the problem with much of modernist 
scholarship is that the state of exception is posited as an aberration, as an extension of the 
returning veteran’s psychic break. I argue, along the lines of Foucault and Agamben, that 
what is represented in modernist literature, although indisputably traumatic, is an 
intensification of civil war that has always undergirded Western politics. What is distinct 
about this civil war in the twentieth century, however, is that it has been expanded to 
cover the entire globe. 
The globe, too, is a significant subject of discourse in studies of modernism. For 
example, Nicholas Brown argues, explicitly in accord with Frederic Jameson, that 
capitalism has created a global monoculture to which there is no outside. On the basis of 
this idea, he posits that all literature is global literature, and thus to speak of a modernist 
tradition and an African tradition as distinct literary categories “is to mythologize cultural 
continuity while ignoring the violence with which all cultural traditions have been 
violently opened up into world history” (3). Global capitalism, Brown asserts, has 
“ruthlessly subsumed what was once a genuinely multicultural world” (6). While I do not 
deny that Jameson and Brown are compelling dialecticians, I venture to say that it is not 
only the flow of capital that constitutes a unitary world. I am, rather, in agreement with 
Miller when he writes, “Instead of being ascribed to the ostensibly symmetrical glories of 
free trade, the emergence of world literature is seen to be predicated on the asymmetries 
of a world system in which all forms of exchange—including cultural exchange—are 
informed by the imperatives of economic warfare” (x), and further, that global civil war 
is “a cosmopolitan dystopia in which violence is at once intimately local and 
impersonally transnational” (17-8). It is no coincidence that the most noteworthy 
invention of the twentieth century was world war: it is the exchange of war that creates 
and perpetuates a global hegemony. 
Once again, I will return here to Agamben to make clear the claim I am 
attempting to parse out. War is not simply a destructive force. It produces forms of life; it 
generates a kind of peace that is naturalized, that disavows its constituting violence. In 
Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life, Agamben bases his argument on Walter 
Benjamin’s differentiation between constituting power and constituted power, that is, 
between violence that posits law and violence that preserves law. He suggests that these 
powers are entangled: “[I]f constituting power is, as the violence that posits law, certainly 
more noble than the violence that preserves it, constituting power still possesses no title 
that might legitimate something other than law-preserving violence and even maintains 
an ambiguous and ineradicable relation with constituted power” (29-30). He draws this 
idea out further, arguing that sovereign power “divides itself into constituting power and 
constituted power and maintains itself in relation to both, positioning itself at their point 
of indistinction” (30). Thus, we might call the civil war I am attempting to trace out a 
constituent war, a war that perpetually constitutes and reconstitutes power, which is order 
and the illusion of peace.4 
 
William Faulkner and the Meaninglessness of Peace 
 
 As I stated before, the narrative trope of the returning World War I veteran has 
been one of the primary ways scholars of modernism have engaged with the blurred 
war/peace and interior/exterior binaries in literary modernism. Liesel Olson’s Modernism 
and the Ordinary is a rare text that turns away from the spectacle of violence on the 
battlefield and looks instead to the mundanities of daily life in order to trace the logic of 
war. She observes that “[m]any modernists fixate on this tension between war and 
 
4 I hesitate to go as far as Agamben in reanimating the sovereign. Instead, I am more convinced by 
Foucault’s analysis of the mechanistic operations of institutional power. 
everyday life; the ‘before and after’ of the war emerges as a major modernist subject” 
(28). Olson claims that eschewing the violence on the frontline in favor of the “before 
and after” experienced by civilians in their daily lives means that “ordinary experience 
does not disappear as a way to reveal character or personality but assumes the function of 
registering war’s effects on individual lives at home” (30). She sees this modernist 
sensibility as a departure from “Platonic idealism and a warrior ethic, originally the 
dominant distinctions of our civilization” (30). That is to say, dying a “good” or a 
warrior’s death became increasingly difficult to imagine during and after the mechanized 
violence of World War I. The turn to the ordinary in the face of industrialized mass 
murder may then represent a loss of faith in the virtues of classical masculinity. But 
Olson goes on to qualify her claims: “While certainly some modernists depict war as it 
was fought on the front lines, an ethos of detachment and distance also emerges as a way 
to represent forcefully inexplicable violence” (31). Here especially, I find common 
ground with Olson’s project. An “ethos” of detachment and distance does not undo the 
reality that a globalized—or transnational—world is coming into being. Instead, the 
violence that occurs in these spaces and upon these characters that are ostensibly 
detached and distant illuminates the indistinction between home and front in global civil 
war. 
Olson points out that Mrs. Dalloway is considered by many to be a 
“representative text” in the canon of literary modernism and that modernist style is often 
said to be “well suited to depict heightened experience, especially trauma” (74). She 
contests that it is trauma that makes Mrs. Dalloway a modernist text, as this reading 
“does not account for the essential role of the ordinary” (74). She argues that modernism 
does not have a monopoly on the representation of trauma in literature. But then, more 
interestingly, she moves to contravene readings of modernist literature that maintain that 
“traumatic experience demands a different kind of narration—or that trauma itself is 
unnarratable” (74). Instead, Olson shows how Woolf herself did not believe trauma to be 
unnarratable. Rather, it is actually “non-being” and “the dullness of habitual experiences, 
which are often much harder but necessary to remember and record” (75). Olson’s 
analysis is in clear contradistinction from the kind of criticism represented by Norris’ 
thesis that war is a world-unmaking event. While Olson’s work does much to redirect 
scholarship away from banal arguments about fragmentation and disillusionment, she 
maintains the idea that peace and war are in opposition—more precisely, that war and the 
ordinary are in opposition. Indeed, she characterizes Mrs. Dalloway as a novel about 
“how people respond to change—the shift from war to peace” (66), and her conclusion is 
that Septimus’ suicide is indicative of his inability to reconnect to the ordinary while 
Clarissa can: “Unable to see life after the war as simple or pure, Septimus cannot 
maintain his connection to ordinary things, and yet his suicide propels Clarissa to 
reconnect with ‘life’” (75). Yet, just prior to this conclusion, Olson notes that Septimus, 
while he rereads Shakespeare after returning from the war, “now sees the horrors of 
humanity depicted in the literature that—ironically—persuaded him to fight for England 
in the first place” (74). Is this not precisely the ordinary (an Englishman reading 
Shakespeare) that naturalizes the classical masculinity that compels men to die “well” 
and kill “valiantly” in war? Is this not peace waging a silent war? Miller suggests that this 
may be the case, writing of Three Guineas, which he claims makes an argument against 
the notion of rigid boundaries “in a manner that is in keeping with [Woolf’s] long-
standing tendency to question the inside/outside binarisms that sever the public from the 
private, she relies on the notion that the causes of war are as much domestic as they are 
foreign” (145). 
However, it must be noted that in the case of Mrs. Dalloway, the narrator does 
exclaim in the first chapter that “the War was over” (5). But again, I echo the 
Foucauldian question: “If we look beneath peace, order, wealth and authority, beneath the 
calm order of subordinations, beneath the State and State apparatuses, beneath the laws, 
and so on, will we hear and discover a sort of primitive and permanent war” (Society 
Must Be Defended 47)? William Faulkner, more than Woolf and Hemingway, I argue is a 
modernist whose works are deeply concerned with this primitive and permanent war and 
its intensification into global civil war. Like most literary modernists, Faulkner’s oeuvre 
has long been read for his treatment of trauma and psychosis. The novel that will serve as 
my chief example, Flags in the Dust [1973(originally published as Sartoris in 1929)],5 
has traditionally been interpreted as a vehicle for Faulkner to explore the psychological 
effects of war, while his later novels—such as The Unvanquished (1938) or A Fable 
(1954)—are thought to be conceptually more sophisticated examinations of war.6 This 
psychological reading of Sartoris/Flags in the Dust has persisted since the days of 
Cleanth Brooks who wrote in William Faulkner: Toward Yoknapatawpha and Beyond 
(1978) that the novel explores some of the “psychological issues with which the young 
Faulkner was so much concerned” namely, “madness; psychic aberrancies, or sexual 
 
5 Flags in the Dust was begun in 1926, rejected by thirteen publishers, and finally accepted in 1928 by 
Harcourt, Brace. It appeared the following year as Sartoris in a heavily edited version. The Vintage Press 
edition I am using is based on a typescript, dated 1927, that was sent to Faulkner’s agent in 1928. 
6 The Unvanquished is a pseudo-prequel to Flags in the Dust. It follows the Sartoris family during and just 
after the Civil War. In it we learn more about John Sartoris’ killing of the “carpet baggers” and his election 
to state legislature. 
complexities and ambiguities” (165). Certainly, there is no denying that Faulkner’s 
novels are pervaded by psychosis and, perhaps, the influence of Freud.7 However, I am 
convinced that the privileging of the neuroses of individual characters in Faulkner’s 
fiction obscures how his work contributes to a global discourse regarding governance and 
hegemony following World War I. 
In Faulkner: The House Divided (1983), Eric J. Sundquist writes that “though 
[Sartoris] is not a great novel, [it] is nonetheless emblematic of Faulkner’s larger design 
as it explores the dilemma that is offered as the best possible evidence of the disjointed 
mind of the South: its inability to involve the spent dreams of the past with the pale 
realities of the present in dramatically convincing ways” (7). Sundquist argues that the 
novel “reveals the painful gap between the Civil War and World War I, between the 
wasted heroics of the first Sartorises and the suicidal courage of their descendants” (7). 
This passage displays some moralistic residue from the Agrarians and Cleanth Brooks,8 
whose legacy in Faulknerian criticism Sundquist nods to in the acknowledgements of the 
book. Despite the cloying language, Sundquist does suggest a tension between pre-
industrial and industrial modernity that is manifest in Flags and scholars since have 
examined at length.  
Jay Watson is one such scholar who pushes this idea further in his essay, 
“William Faulkner’s Civil Wars”: 
 
7 On Faulkner’s complicated relationship to Freud, see John T. Irwin’s Doubling and Incest / Repetition 
and Revenge: A Speculative Reading of Faulkner (1975). 
8 In the aforementioned Faulkner: Yoknapatawpha and Beyond, Brooks also writes that Flags in the Dust is 
a contest between Old South values and the values of twentieth century modernity: “The twentieth century 
war was more mechanical and had an even smaller place for heroics than did the nineteenth century 
conflict.” (170). 
The thought experiment Faulkner is conducting in Flags in the Dust is to 
determine whether the pastoral serenity of the southern landscape and the seeming 
imperviousness to change of the southern social order will be enough to heal the 
Great War veterans—especially Bayard, with his war-induced psychic trauma—
or whether their presence will disturb that social order and bring change, for better 
or worse, to the southern status quo. The experiment ultimately remains 
inconclusive, because neither outcome occurs. (46) 
It is true that neither pre-industrial modernity, represented by the pastoral South, nor 
industrial modernity, represented by the veterans of World War I, claim a decisive 
victory. But I believe that the lack of resolution suggests that we must further complicate 
this tension. Rather than thinking of the two social forms as a split, we must view them 
within the same field: industrial modernity is an intensification of pre-industrial 
modernity. In this sense, Flags in the Dust traces the becoming-global of civil war. As 
Matthew Levenson writes, “For all the looping and tangle of Faulknerian plot, all the 
difficulty in reassembling chronology, the accumulating effect is precisely to uncover 
deep time. The long duration of family trauma is one aspect. But the archaic reach of 
history and the ancient wound in private psyches—these, too, are embedded in the 
rigorous, deep temporality” (244-5). The supposed developments and ruptures—or 
shifting balance and reversals, in Foucault’s terms—that Watson reads as the experiment 
of Flags is part of a long history of war. The “pastoral serenity” of the pre-industrial 
South is built upon perpetual civil war, and thus, the global crisis of World War I can just 
as easily be absorbed into the Southern order to again perpetuate its peace. 
 Noel Polk calls attention to the importance of this notion of peace in Faulkner’s 
fiction in his introduction to the collection of papers presented at the twenty-eighth 
Faulkner and Yoknapatawpha Conference, Faulkner and War (2001). 
[I]t is worth noting how little of battle actually appears in his fiction, narrated 
directly by the author or by one of the characters, although to be sure few are the 
characters who have not been affected by war in one way or another. In fact, 
Faulkner seems more concerned with the gaps between the battles, the interims 
between wars, when warriors military and civil must figure out how to deal with 
peace: with the repercussions in home life rather than with corpse-strewn 
battlegrounds and the fury of combat. (vii) 
I take Flags in the Dust as the primary text for my argument because, as Sundquist 
claims, it emblematizes “Faulkner’s larger design” (7). However, what I identify as this 
larger design is the narrativization of a post-Civil War civil war that is disguised as a 
regime of peace (something that Polk’s above observation implies without grasping 
directly). Flags is a novel explicitly concerned with peace as such: the comically 
sentimental Horace Benbow ruminates on the “meaning of peace,” the young Bayard 
Sartoris struggles to find peace on the MacCullum estate near the end of the novel, and, 
following a passage in which young Bayard’s wife, Narcissa, and his great-aunt Jenny 
argue about the inescapability of violence, the final word of the novel is “peace.” Each of 
these evocations of peace in the novel suggest a form of peace that perpetuates a violent 
hegemony. It is a peace that preserves the dominant form of life and uses the tactics of 
war to expunge anything that may threaten that form of life. In other words, it is a 
continuation of civil war. Faulkner, we might then say, is always writing the history of 
the same war. Flags may begin the project of historical discovery for Faulkner, but it is 
present in different forms throughout his oeuvre.  
The very title of Faulkner’s ninth novel, Absalom! Absalom! (1936), alludes to a 
history of civil war as old as the Biblical Old Testament. Absalom, whose name 
coincidentally translates to “father of peace,” was the son of King David. According to 
the account of Absalom in the second book of Samuel, he killed his half-brother Amnon, 
who had raped their sister, Tamar. After the killing of Amnon, Absalom fled and hid 
from his father for several years until they eventually reconciled. Not long after their 
reconciliation, however, Absalom launches a rebellion against his father. Though David 
orders his general, Joab, not to harm his son, Absalom is killed, ending the civil war but 
causing David to cry out, “O my son Absalom, my son, my son Absalom! would God I 
had died for thee, O Absalom, my son, my son” (KJV, 2 Sam, 18:33). The plot of 
Faulkner’s novel mirrors the Biblical story, except that it is the desire to maintain racial 
“purity” that leads Henry Sutpen to murder his mixed-race half-brother, Charles Bon, 
who wishes to marry Henry’s full sister and his half-sister, Judith. In the final chapter, 
Quentin, one of the chief characters and narrators of the novel, thinks to himself, 
“Nevermore of peace. Nevermore of peace. Nevermore. Nevermore. Nevermore” (298-
9). It seems to Quentin, then, that peace is impossible even during peacetime. After the 
American Civil War, and even after the Sutpen dynasty is in ruins, a silent war is still 
waged. From Absalom and David in the tenth century BCE to 1909 in Quentin’s Harvard 
dormitory, civil war persists. 
This idea is more directly stated by Quentin’s father in the oft-quoted first 
paragraph of Quentin’s section of The Sound and the Fury (1929). Quentin recalls his 
father giving him his grandfather’s watch. Mr. Compson tells his son that he hands down 
this heirloom “not that you may remember time, but that you might forget it now and 
then for a moment and not spend all your breath trying to conquer it. Because no battle is 
ever won he said. They are not even fought” (76). Of course, it is immediately obvious 
that a perpetual war without battle is being articulated by Mr. Compson in this passage. 
However, what is most interesting about Quentin’s recollection is that his father is 
imploring him to escape history, the history of perpetual war. But this escape cannot—or 
at least does not—take place, as the force of war applies over the whole domain of life: 
there is no outside to the motor of history. It is, of course, a weakness of Faulkner that the 
characters who agonize and despair over perpetual civil war are the ones most served by 
the regime of peace it constitutes. The Sutpen and Compson families may crumble, but it 
is Charles Bon who is murdered without repercussion, not Quentin. Here, we arrive more 
specifically at the question of what form of life is constituted and perpetuated by the 
indistinct operations of war and peace. Quite simply, the continuation of war in times of 
peace is meant to reestablish the white supremacist hegemony of the Antebellum South in 
perpetuity.  
Race and war are inextricably tied. Foucault, in fact, argues that “[t]he war that is 
going on beneath order and peace, the war that undermines our society and divides it in a 
binary mode is, basically, a race war” (Society Must be Defended 59-60). Here, he is not 
defining race according to its contemporary usage to signify blackness, whiteness, and so 
on. Foucault is tracing out the history of race struggle, arguing that the term “race” in 
seventeenth century discourse is not a biological signifier. Rather, “it designates a certain 
historico-political divide… One might say—and this discourse does say—that two races 
exist whenever one writes the history of two groups which do not, at least to begin with, 
have the same language or, in many cases, the same religion” (77). He continues, arguing 
that the groups form a collective that is only united by “the violence of war,” and the two 
groups that nonetheless “coexist, have not become mixed because of the differences, 
dissymmetries, and barriers created by privileges, customs and rights, the distribution of 
wealth, or the way in which power is exercised” (77). Certainly, this is what occurred in 
the American South during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries between white and 
black people. Peace for the white Southerners of Faulkner’s fiction is the preservation of 
those asymmetries of power. At the same time, however, what Foucault identifies as the 
nineteenth-century turn to state racism—or biological racism—occurs in Faulkner’s 
novels as well. Foucault describes this turn with the following words: “[T]he State is no 
longer an instrument that one race uses against another: the State is, and must be, the 
protector of the integrity, the superiority, and the purity of the race” (81). In essence, the 
state represents a singular race that is in danger of “degenerating,” and thus, whatever 
threatens this race must be eliminated or excluded. Others must be killed in order to 
preserve the “purity” of the population: biopolitics. Even if it is not the state itself that 
deploys this type of racism in the work of Faulkner, it certainly does not stand in the way. 
At the end of A Light in August (1932), Percy Grimm, a Captain in the Mississippi 
National Guard, shoots and castrates Joe Christmas, who is believed to be part African 
American, as vengeance for the murder of Joanna Burden. To find and kill Christmas, 
Grimm recruits members of the American Legion “into a platoon, with himself in 
command” (427). That is, he creates a lynch mob to aid in the extrajudicial murder of a 
mixed-race man. At first, he is met with resistance, but we are told that “[f]or the rest of 
that afternoon he circulated about the stores and offices where the legion members 
worked, so that by nightfall he had enough of them also worked up to his own pitch to 
compose a fair platoon. He was indefatigable, restrained yet forceful; there was 
something about him irresistible and prophetlike” (428). 
The religious language is not an insignificant Faulknerian trope. Like Absalom, 
Absalom!, Light in August also points to the long history of civil war. Grimm’s 
sovereignty is likened to the power of a prophet, as though the lynch mob were an 
extension of early modern theocratic regimes. Indeed, as he carries out the murder of 
Christmas, the language of religion returns. Grimm hijacks a bicycle from a child and 
rides it through the crowd toward Christmas and the Sheriff who is attempting to escort 
him: “The bicycle possessed neither horn nor bell. Yet they sensed him somehow and 
made way; in this too he seemed to be served by certitude, the blind and untroubled faith 
in the rightness and infallibility of his actions” (434). Here, Faulkner’s antipathy for the 
crowd as such is displayed unobscured. While this sentiment may be a manifestation of 
Faulkner’s liberal individualism, it is also indicative of the subjectivities produced by the 
regime of peace. Notice the word, “served.” The crowd is not agential. These people are 
servants of the sovereign, soldiers. Just prior to this scene, the narrator describes the 
crowd in even more emphatic terms: “They now had a profound and bleak gravity as they 
stood where crowds milled, grave, austere, detached, looking with blank, bleak eyes at 
the slow throngs, who feeling, sensing without knowing, drifted before them, slowing, 
staring, so that they would be ringed with faces rapt and empty, immobile as the faces of 
cows, approaching and drifting on, to be replaced” (433). Again, the crowd is 
dehumanized, robbed of any identity, and this allows it to carry out its violence. Unlike 
Foucault, who discusses the (re)production of subjectivities as a mechanical operation, 
Faulkner likens the citizen-soldier to a herd of cows, animals that are replaced through 
breeding. In this case, these animals cull their own herd; they will kill Joe Christmas 
because his blood (that is, his potential blackness) represents a threat to their “field.” As 
Christmas dies, the narrator says, “[T]he man seemed to rise soaring into their memories 
forever and ever. They are not to lose it, in whatever peaceful valleys, beside whatever 
placid and reassuring streams of old age, in the mirroring faces of whatever children they 
will contemplate old disasters and new hopes” (440). The peace of the valley, it appears, 
is forever imbued with this violent history. 
Flags in the Dust, as I have mentioned, is the starting point of this thread in 
Faulkner’s fiction. War, even as it expands to cover the globe, is directly related to the 
preservation of peace in the South. Horace Benbow repeats the phrase “the meaning of 
peace” five times shortly after his arrival in Jefferson, having served as a non-combatant 
for the Y.M.C.A. in World War I. He begins his contemplation of the phrase, saying, 
“Perhaps this is the reason for wars” (163). This statement is followed immediately by 
another utterance of “the meaning of peace” whose first three repetitions appear to be 
responses to things being as they should be: the oldness of the homes, the stillness of the 
world, and the care of his sister. After his fourth repetition of the words, we are told 
through free indirect discourse exactly what he means by the phrase: “Old unchanging 
days; unwinged, perhaps, but undisastrous, too” (169).  
Significantly, Benbow does not frame World War I as a foreign war. For him, the 
peace that proceeds from it is in direct relation to the maintenance of the South. He does 
not even think of Europe when he contemplates the meaning of peace. Rather, Benbow 
identifies peace with the preservation of an old order—an order that seems to him in no 
danger of being upset by violent disaster precisely because it had been secured by the 
war. This idea is in direct opposition to the way Simon Strother, a former slave turned 
servant of the Sartoris family, constructs the war as an unwelcome intrusion into the 
Southern order. For example, young Bayard’s strange behavior (jumping from the train, 
rather than getting off at the depot), according to Simon, is because “dem foreign folks” 
must have “done somethin’ ter him” (7). This opposition reveals something of the 
previously mentioned tension between industrial and pre-industrial modernity. Both 
Simon and Benbow view the function of war as maintaining the dominant system, but for 
Simon (the pre-industrial representative in this case) the foreignness and the 
mechanization of World War I distinguishes it from proper war. Young Bayard’s 
automobile becomes a symbol of the corruptive effects of World War I for Simon. He 
believes it to be improper for a genteel family like the Sartorises to be riding in a car 
rather than a carriage, and he addresses this complaint to the dead family patriarch, John 
Sartoris, whose ghost lingers over the narrative: 
‘Ridin’ in dat thing, wid a gent’mun’s proper equipage goin’ ter rack en ruin in de 
barn.’ […] ‘Yo’ own son, yo’ own twin grandson ridin’ right up in yo’ face in a 
contraption like dat,’ he continued, ‘and you lettin’ ‘um do it. You bad ez dey is. 
You jes’ got ter lay down de law ter ‘um, Marse John; wid all dese foreign wars 
en sich de young folks is growed away frum de correck behavior; dey don’t know 
how ter conduck deyselfs in de gent’um way. Whut you reckon folks gwine to 
think dey sees yo’ own folks ridin’ in de same kine o’ rig trash rides in? You jes’ 
got ter resert yo’self, Marse John. Aint Sartorises sot de quality in dis country 
since befo’ de War? And now jes’ look at ‘em.’ (112) 
Simon, thus, appears to have internalized the chivalric values of the Antebellum South. 
Benbow, on the other hand, is an essentially modern character and does not distinguish 
between the aims of foreign war and civil war. For Benbow, the foreign war was, indeed, 
a reproduction of his own domestic system of values. His “old unchanging days,” then, 
are actually a result of the expansion of war over all life. In order to assure the order of 
the old South remains unchanged, times of peace must still be governed by violence. 
Simon’s son, Capsey, becomes a victim of this violence, because, like Simon, he 
also believes that World War I upset the norms of the South, though in a much different 
way than his father. Like Benbow and young Bayard Sartoris, Capsey is introduced in the 
novel having just returned from Europe and the war. He returns to Jefferson thinking he 
no longer has to “take nothin’ fum no white folks no mo” (58) because of the role black 
regiments played in the war. World War I, he says, “unloosed de black man’s mouf” (58), 
and it is this change that eventually provokes old Bayard. He tells his family that African 
Americans are going to “reap de benefits of de war” (61). However, he fails to realize 
how easily the white supremacist hegemony of the South can absorb the crisis of global 
civil war. The function of civil war, even as it is made global, is to constitute and 
reconstitute power, and thus, the system of domination that he has spent his life under is 
still being reproduced by the war machine he believes has liberated him. And, as 
mentioned before, he discovers that the Southern value system has, indeed, remained 
intact despite the foreignness of the war when he attempts to exercise his agency by 
refusing to saddle old Bayard’s horse. The patriarch responds by grabbing a log from a 
stove and striking Capsey, knocking him to the ground (80). After this act of violence, 
Capsey appears to resubmit himself to the dominant white supremacist order, and Simon 
reprimands him: “save dat nigger freedom talk fer townsfolks: dey mought stomach it. 
Whut us niggers want ter be free fer, anyhow? Aint we got ez many white folks now ez 
we kin suppo’t” (81). While one might object that this scene represents a triumph of the 
pre-industrial modernity of the pastoral South over industrial modernity, especially as 
Simon suggests that the townspeople might be more sympathetic to Capsey’s 
emancipatory views, the agrarian labor that Capsey is made to take up again gestures 
toward an alliance—if not an indistinction—between the two paradigms. 
The younger Bayard, a pilot in the war and witness to his brother’s aerial death in 
combat, is often read similarly to Septimus in Mrs. Dalloway, as both characters are 
traumatized by World War I and end their own lives. The two characters supposedly 
bring the war back home in their psyches. Bayard, for instance, drives an automobile at 
dangerous speeds, ultimately resulting in the death of his grandfather who shares his 
name. However, as I have been arguing, war is not an aberration in civil society, even if 
its form is perhaps less chivalric. The mechanized warfare of World War I does not 
simply manifest as a break in Bayard’s psyche. Rather, mechanization is assimilated into 
practices that reproduce the dominant social body, most explicitly in a scene of labor: 
“[Bayard] cursed and harried niggers and mules into motion and kept them there, and put 
the grist mill into running shape and taught Capsey to drive the tractor, and came in at 
mealtimes and at night smelling of machine oil and of stables and of the earth and went to 
bed with grateful muscles and with the sober rhythms of the earth in his body and so to 
sleep” (211). Mules, a stable, and earth occupy the same space as the grist mill, a tractor, 
and machine oil. And not only do they occupy the same space, they are combined, that is 
they become indistinct from one another, in Bayard’s odor. Bayard even sleeps according 
to the “rhythms of the earth” as he is mechanizing rural, agrarian labor practices. The 
industrial is blatantly put into the service of supposedly pre-industrial values. Capsey—
along with other unnamed black laborers—is cursed and harried along with the mules; he 
is dehumanized, made into a mere object, just as was done prior to emancipation, let 
alone World War I. This entanglement of industrial and pre-industrial practices suggests 
that they perform the same function, the maintenance of the dominant form of life. 
In “Necropolitics,” Achille Mbembe writes, “That race (or for that matter racism) 
figures so prominently in the calculus of biopower is entirely justifiable. After all, more 
so than class-thinking (the ideology that defines history as an economic struggle of 
classes), race has been the ever present shadow in Western political thought and practice, 
especially when it comes to imagining the inhumanity of, or rule over, foreign people” 
(17). In the context of the American South, we are obviously not writing about foreign 
people; however, African Americans were included in the American South by virtue of 
their expulsion, that is, black Americans had the status of foreigners even as they dwelt 
within the same space as white Americans. This is the dissymmetry that Foucault speaks 
of, and which Mbembe describes in terms of the enslaved person’s status on the 
plantation:  
the slave condition results from a triple loss: loss of a ‘home,’ loss of rights over 
his or her body, and loss of political status. This triple loss is identical with 
absolute domination, natal alienation, and social death (expulsion from humanity 
altogether). To be sure, as a political-juridical structure, the plantation is a space 
where the slave belongs to a master. It is not a community if only because by 
definition, a community implies the exercise of the power of speech and thought 
(21). 
For Mbembe, the plantation is central to the development of the state of exception as a 
practice of government. After emancipation and the end of the Civil War, there is then a 
move by the defeated South to reimplement its domination over black bodies via politics, 
to create a state of exception during peacetime, to make the state of exception permanent. 
Mbembe argues, “power (and not necessarily state power) continuously refers and 
appeals to exception, emergency, and a fictionalized notion of the enemy. It also labors to 
produce that same exception, emergency, and fictionalized enemy” (16). If we recall that 
Benbow’s definition of peace is “old unchanging days,” the state of exception manifests 
in the American South of Flags in the Dust as the suspension of peace in order to 
preserve peace. For the South to remain the same, the practices of war must be 
administered. We have examined lynching and murder in some of Faulkner’s later 
novels, but its presence as an anecdote told by Old Man Falls in Flags is significant 
because it begins a discourse in Faulkner’s oeuvre concerning the role of law in the 
perpetuation of civil war so much so that the story is repeated across texts.9 Though 
violence in Faulkner’s fiction is often carried out by non-state actors, the state and its 
judicial institutions do not often stand in the way of racist violence. As Mbembe states, 
“In the economy of biopower, the function of racism is to regulate the distribution of 
death” (17). 
 
9 For more on Faulkner and law, see Jay Watson’s Forensic Fictions: The Lawyer Figure in Faulkner. 
John Sartoris, the family patriarch mentioned above, was a Colonel in the Civil 
War. He built the railroad that passes through Jefferson, and most importantly for our 
purposes, he was a violent opponent of Reconstruction. Early in Flags in the Dust, an 
anecdote about the elder John Sartoris is told by Old Man Falls, who served in John 
Sartoris’ regiment, which reveals something of the perpetuity of civil war:  
That ‘us when hit changed. When he had to start killin’ folks. Them two cyarpet 
baggers stirrin’ up niggers, that he walked right into the room whar they was a-
settin’ behind a table with they pistols layin’ on the table, and that robber and that 
other feller he kilt, all with that same dang der’nger. When a feller has to start 
killin’ folks, he ‘most always has to keep on killin’ ‘em. And when he does, he’s 
already dead hisself. (22-23) 
Just after this passage, we are told that John Sartoris was elected to state legislature right 
before he was killed by a former business partner, because he was unarmed and “tired of 
killing men” (23). However, in the context of the above passage, we understand that this 
retirement from violence would have been in name only. As a lawmaker, John Sartoris 
would have aided in the development and enforcement of laws that preserved the white 
supremacist power of the pastoral South, just as he had done when he was killing men 
with firearms. The division between politics and war, therefore, is erased, and Old Man 
Falls himself acknowledges the paradoxical perpetuity of civil war: the reproduction of 
power requires the indefinite killing of men, which in turn means that the killer is already 
dead in the sense that there is always an enemy to potentially kill him. Therefore, it is 
safer for power if its violence is codified into law.  
Old Man Falls retells the story later in the novel, providing a little more clarity. 
He says John Sartoris “[s]tood in the do’ of that sto’ the day them two cyarpet-baggers 
brung them niggers in to vote ‘em that day in ’72. Stood thar in his prince albert coat and 
beaver hat, with his arms folded…” (242). John, then, took the ballot box and threatened 
the black men until they dispersed. After this, he found and killed the two “cyarpet-
baggers,” as Old Man Falls had said before. The continuation of war by means of politics 
is overt here, but it is stated outright in retelling of the story in The Unvanquished. 
In The Unvanquished, the story is given by Bayard II (old Bayard in Flags). He 
begins by describing the arrangement of bodies in front of his home, the Southern women 
and the returning Confederate soldiers, facing one another in the yard. Bayard describes 
the tension between the two sexes, that they appeared “like they were waiting for a bugle 
to sound the charge” (187). Essentially, Bayard claims that the women expected the now-
surrendered men to put a stop to the Northerners who were trying to allow the newly 
emancipated black men to vote. He then posits that he understands why there was this 
conflict between the two groups in a passage that is fascinating for our purposes:  
I think it was because Father’s troop (like all the other Southern soldiers too), 
even though they had surrendered and said that they were whipped, were still 
soldiers… And so now Father’s troop and all the other men in Jefferson, and Aunt 
Louisa and Mrs Habersham and all the women in Jefferson were actually enemies 
for the reason that the men had given in and admitted that they belonged to the 
United States but the women had never surrendered. (187-8) 
Everyone in front of the Sartoris home is figured as a combatant. There is no other 
subjectivity one can occupy in civil war. However, some of Faulkner’s misogyny spills 
onto the page. It appears that blame for the killings is assigned to the women, as Bayard 
says they have not abandoned the Confederate cause, and practically force the men to 
continue fighting. Still, the inability for subjectivity to be conceived of outside the realm 
of war makes clear the insignificance of surrender in civil war. 
Later in the same chapter, Ringo, a slave of the Sartorises and Bayard’s near 
constant companion, discusses the implications of emancipation with Bayard, telling him 
that “They aint no more niggers, in Jefferson nor nowhere else” (199). Ringo goes on to 
mention the two men from Missouri that John Sartoris ultimately kills and then says, 
“This war aint over. Hit just started good. Used to be when you seed a Yankee you 
knowed him because he never had nothing but a gun or a mule halter or a handful of hen 
feathers” (199). But this has now changed under the new regime of peace. Civil war 
continues in the form of politics, Ringo says: “Now you don’t even know [a Yankee] and 
stid of a gun he got a clutch of this stuff in one hand and a clutch of nigger voting tickets 
in the yuther” (200). Further, after John kills the two Missourians, he commissions the 
vote to be cast and counted. He is advised to flee by another man, but John replies, 
“Don’t you see we are working for peace through law and order” (208). Both the North 
and South, therefore, have traded their weapons for law and order. Ringo, having lived 
under the regime the Sartorises consider to be peace, understands that this means the war 
is just beginning. 
In Flags in the Dust, it is the female characters, Miss Jenny and Narcissa, who 
seem to be the only ones who grasp that domestic subjects are not safe from warfare—
that is, the way war does not discriminate between home and front (though Miss Jenny 
still valorizes the pre-industrial over the industrial). If we recall what Saint-Amour said of 
Woolf’s essay “Thoughts on Peace in an Air Raid,” it is not really surprising that the two 
characters who best grasp the perpetuity of war are women. John Liman notes that “there 
is a peculiar turn in the novel, by the end of which the subject is not so much [young] 
Bayard’s suffering as it is his great-aunt Miss Jenny’s and his wife Narcissa’s” (45). 
Liman goes on to quote a speech Miss Jenny makes about her own suffering in war, 
which I will reproduce in part:  
Do you think a man could sit day after day and month after month in a house 
miles from nowhere and spend time between casualty lists tearing up bedclothes 
and window curtains and table linen to make lint and watching sugar and flour 
and meat dwindling away and using pine knots for light because there aren’t any 
candlesticks to put ‘em in, if there were, and hiding in nigger cabins while 
drunken Yankee generals set fire to the house your great-great-great-grandfather 
built and you and all your folks were born in? Dont talk to me about men 
suffering in war. (50) 
This passage makes it clear that peace was not simply the status of being away from 
battle even before World War I. Narcissa, pregnant with her son, begins to understand 
that she is at war, even after World War I: “And she thought how much finer that 
gallantry which never lowered blade to foes no sword could find, that uncomplaining 
steadfastness of those unsung (ay, unwept, too) women than the fustian and useless 
glamor of the men that obscured it” (383). Although Faulkner here is romanticizing the 
kind of war that does not discriminate between the home and the battlefield, this passage 
seems to synthesize what we have been seeing across the entirety of the novel and his 
oeuvre writ large, especially if we also consider that Miss Jenny continually refers to the 
unborn child as Johnny, “confusing the unborn with the dead” (383). The subject position 
of the soldier, even if one does not physically participate in violence, is the only 
subjectivity available to people under the conditions of permanent civil war. Narcissa and 
Jenny are unacknowledged soldiers. And Narcissa’s child, then, is a literal reproduction 
of not only Southern hegemony but war itself. However, when the child is born, Narcissa 
says that his name is not Johnny; it is Benbow, her maiden name. Jenny—no one can 
accuse her of being an optimist—rebukes Narcissa, saying “And do you think that’ll do 
any good… Do you think you can change one of ‘em with a name?” (403). After the 
narrator reflects on “ghosts of glamorous and old disastrous things” (403), Miss Jenny 
repeats her question: “Do you think… that because his name is Benbow, he’ll be any less 
a Sartoris and a scoundrel and a fool?” (404). It is at this point that we get the last words 
of the novel, “beyond the window evening was a windless lilac dream, foster-dam of 
quietude and peace” (404). It is difficult to disagree with Miss Jenny knowing that 
Horace Benbow’s definition of peace is that the order of the South ultimately does not 
change. Thus, even with the Benbow name and demeanor, the child will be perpetuating 
a Southern order that is emblematized by the Sartoris family. 
Young Bayard, too, attempts to escape what Faulkner seems to formulate as the 
fate of his family’s violence. Having accidentally caused his grandfather, the older 
Bayard, to suffer a fatal heart attack, he arrives on the MacCallum property having 
misunderstood the nature of the tension between industrial and pre-industrial modernity, 
as Simon and Capsey did before him. He believes that by retreating to a pre-industrial 
space, he will be protected from the effects of modern warfare. Although he is afraid that 
the children of the elder MacCallum will have heard about what he has done in Jefferson, 
it still appears that he considers this pre-industrial, Antebellum haven to be his best 
chance at not being found out. However, as we have seen, the difference between 
industrial and pre-industrial modernity is an irrelevant distinction. The two paradigms 
vary little in the perpetuation of social organization, at least as they are represented in 
Flags in the Dust. Despite the out-of-date calendars that hang on the MacCallums’ wall, 
the homemade whiskey, and Virginius MacCallum’s continued Confederate allegiance, 
Bayard cannot regain the illusion of peace. As Bayard attempts to sleep in the cabin, he 
begins to panic and tries to meditate himself into a peaceful state: “It comes to all … 
bible … some preacher, anyway. Maybe he knew. Peace. It comes to all” (345). At the 
end of the paragraph, the refrain repeats as young Bayard drifts into sleep: “It comes to 
all, it comes to all his tired heart comforted him, and at last he slept.” Faulkner appears to 
deliberately mimic Benbow’s consideration of the meaning of peace in this scene through 
the repetitious language. The difference, though, is that Bayard recognizes the falseness 
of peace. It is of no comfort to him, as evidenced by his constant anxiety until he flees the 
MacCallums’ as well. 
 It should be noted that before Bayard had even entered their home, industrial 
modernity had already entered into the space and it had been covered over, allowing the 
MacCullum clan to continue to exist in a perpetual Civil War where “pappy and 
Stonewall Jackson never surrendered” (342). Like Bayard, Buddy MacCallum is a 
veteran of World War I. The narrator explains that he ran away when he was seventeen to 
join the army and received a medal of honor. His father, still harboring anger against the 
Union, is horrified that his son would join the U.S. Army, and the family refuses to speak 
of Buddy’s military history (355). The elder MacCallum is also disgusted at his sons’ 
buying turkeys for Christmas, complaining, “Buyin’ ‘em. I mind the time when I could 
take a gun and step out that ‘ere do’ and git a gobbler in thutty minutes. And a ven’son 
ham in a hour mo’. Why, you fellers dont know nothin’ about Christmas. All you know is 
a sto’ winder full of cocoanuts and Yankee-made popguns and sich” (356). Still, the 
MacCallum children participate in the same behaviors as their father. They sleep in the 
same cold cabin, ride horses, work the land, breed dogs to hunt, make whiskey, and so 
on. Thus, Bayard recognizes that he is caught in perpetual war no matter which version of 
modernity he turns to. The meaning of peace is that there can be no change.  
Rafe, one of the MacCallum children, mocks his father’s dedication to the 
Confederacy, sarcastically saying, “That was the biggest mistake the world ever made, 
when Lee surrendered. The country aint never got over it” (356). While a joke, if Ringo’s 
statement in The Unvanquished is to be believed, the country truly has not gotten over it. 
The end of the American Civil War was only the end of an episode in the long history of 
permanent war. It was merely a return to a peace indistinct from war. While many of the 
characters of Flags in the Dust mistook World War I as a social break—and scholars too 
have recapitulated this error—the war, despite its mechanization and foreignness, was an 
intensification of regional civil war. We have seen that war is generative, that it begins 
the process of constituting the dominant form of life. When it ceases to be fought with 
weapons, peace and peacetime politics take on the form of war, continuing to maintain 
relations of force. The new practices of industrial warfare following World War I were 
easily assimilated to serve the purposes of the dominant Southern class, as World War I 
itself was the globalization of the same “primitive and permanent” civil war that lies 
beneath Western politics. 
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